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Comprehensive Asset Security Solutions

Very few organizations or individuals
understand the methodology, strategy,
and tactics associated with high-risk and
highly visible industries. There are no
other companies offering security services
designed to meet the specific and unique
needs of the California cannabis industry
that will help significantly reduce the risks
presented by criminal elements. Our people
have managed; 1,000s of discreet high risk
executive protection engagements, 1000’s
of asset-protection operations in some of
the worst places on the planet, conducted
threat and vulnerability assessments on, and
guarded critical infrastructure in numerous

non-friendly countries; and integrated
technical and physical security systems and
programs for the same.
OSS has the deepest pedigree for the cannabis
industry in relation to secure transportation of
fiscal assets, cannabis product, and personal
protection details in the industry.
All the OSS Security Transportation personnel
come from the military and law enforcement
communities and meet the most stringent
background and training requirements in

the nation.
Currently the legal cannabis industry
has a higher risk profile than other
industries due to not only value
of cannabis products themselves,
but with the current banking
restrictions it is a cash only business
that necessitates an extreme level
of protection. OSS not only can
provide transportation of assets
and products, but we also maintain
highly secured and hardened asset
storage facilities that exceed federal
standards.
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SECURE
TRANSPORT
Discrete protection and transportation services
are a core competency for OSS. OSS maintains
a fleet of secure armored vehicles, covert
vehicles, and ancillary services that ensure
our clients asset security and safety while
in transit. Every vehicle in the OSS fleet has
been customized based on over 200 years of
collective experience with secure personnel and
asset transporation under the most extreme
threat conditions.
We track every vehicle and transportation
security expert via GPS tracking into an
integrated command and control system that is
maintained 24/7 by OSS personnel. There are
other companies that offer similar sounding
capabilities, however none have been identified
as being close to the level that OSS delivers.
Every client package or transit container is
secured by OSS with complete live video
monitoring, chain of custody protocols, and
tracking to ensure full visibility for our clients.
Each asset transport vehicle is equipped with
a multi-view real-time video system connected
to our command and control center, with the
ability for a client to remote into a specific

SECURE
STORAGE
OSS maintains and operates highly
secured facilities, with 24/7 armed guard
presence, to store cannabis business
assets. For security and confidentiality
reasons, the locations of the facilities are
not released. Each facility exceeds State
and Federal standards and is fully licensed
and insured. Furthermore, OSS maintains
a close working relationship with the law
enforcement entities that are responsible
for the geographic locations of our facilities,
ensuring the quickest response time in the
event of a threat. OSS clients who utilize
our secure storage capability, are provided
methods of remote monitoring to provide
absolute comfort that their assets are
stored, secured, and guarded at the highest
appropriate level.
Each OSS facility leverages security mechanisms
and protocols and are built to exceed Federal
standards for our type of operations. Each
facility is “penetration tested” on a regular basis
to ensure that all potential threats have been
mitigated or the appropriate threat response
protocols are in place.

24 7
GPS
TRACKER
view of the stored assets at any time. Each
asset container is packed by our clients, a
manifest is signed off on by the OSS team,
and is locked until the container reaches the
appropriate storage facility. Asset containers
can only be opened by the client themselves,
or a manager inside the storage facility,
ensuring 100% confidence that no asset is
subverted during the transportation activities.
OSS also provides GPS tracking for all asset
containers that are destined from a business
to a business, e.g. from a cultivation site to a
lab or manufacturing site. Furthermore, all
of our asset handling, tracking, and storage
capabilities can be integrated into Track and
Trace or Seed to Sale software applications
as mandated by the State of California to
ensure maximum compliance and integrated
operations for the Cannabis Industry.
As with facility protection requirements
differing with the type of cannabis license
sought, each cultivation site, manufacturing
facility, dispensary, and lab requires similar
but different transportation security protocols.

24 7
ARMED GUARDS

Cannabis businesses and owners
can no longer risk storing fiscal and
product assets in storage units,
homes or other improvised but risky
facilities. OSS customizes our secure
transport procedures and protocols
for each individual client to maintain
continuity of operations, end to end
secure delivery of our client’s assets,
and reduction of potential threats.

CUSTOMER
BENEFIT
”Push the button” simplicity
in scheduling critical asset
transportation from most anywhere
to most anywhere (within California)
while never losing sight of the actual
physical state of the asset at any point
during the transportation process.

of Homeland Security along with
numerous Federal, State and Local
Correctional/Detention facilities.
OSS ensures that our client’s assets
are secure with the highest level
of professionalism, transparency,
discretion and safety.

CUSTOMER
BENEFIT
Transparency and insight that
foster confidence in knowing
that critical assets are safely
and securely stored with visual
verification at will. OSS secure
storage facilities are a unique
addition to the California cannabis
ecosystem and represents a
missing element in helping
cannabis businesses migrate from
highly risky business practices to
professional, transparent, highly
repeatable, safe and secure
business practices.

OSS personnel leverage an extensive
background in critical facility protection that
includes the U.S. Department of Energy,
Department of Defense and Department
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